Another unique heirloom from Australia,
Trimable has an incredible shelflife of up
to two years. This three-chambered blue
squash has wonderful flavor and flesh
quality. The vigorous vines protect these
beauties well. A great eating winter squash,
Trimable also looks good on display.

Fairytale

Jarradale

Mini Magic is a component blend of three
miniature hubbard squash. All varieties are
3- to 5-pound fruit and have semi-bush
habits. You can purchase this variety mixed
or separately. Ask for Blue Magic, Orange
Magic, or Green Magic if you wish to plant
separately. Hubbard squash are prized for
their fine-grained flesh and nutty flavor.

A uniquely blue skinned pumpkin, Jarradale
usually weighs 7 to 8 pounds with a 10 inch
diameter. Maturing in 95 days, this variety
has excellent flesh quality and is a must for
any market grower wanting to add color to
displays and packs.

Trimable

Mini Magic F1

Raised bumps over the skin surface makes
this quite a novelty. The pumpkin skin is pink
with beige. Fruit are shaped like a wheel of
cheese. This variety was unknown to the U.S.
until 1996. A French heirloom that matures
in 95 to 100 days, Galuex D'Eysines will add
color and texture to any fall display. Remember
this variety for your next summer plantings.

A traditional variety from the south of
France, Fairytale is gorgeous, big flat fruits
that are heavily ribbed and look similar to
wheels of cheese. Fruit average 20 pounds
and ripen to a rich brown when fully ripe.
The deep-orange flesh is very fine grained,
one of the best for baking. This long-season
variety matures in one 110 days.

Marina de Chioggia

cinderella
Cinderella is another lovely French heirloom
which was first offered in the U.S. by W.A.
Burpee in 1883. Red-orange fruits are 6 to
8 inches deep and 18 nches in diameter.
Cinderella pumpkins range from 15 to 25
pounds, and are spectacular for fall color
and decorations.

This variety is one of the most unique looking Italian heirloom we have seen. From the
Chioggia region in Italy, which is known for
very flavorful vegetables, this turban-type
squash with warts on its dark-green skin
adds diversity to any growers stand. It is
well suited for costal production but can be
grown almost anywhere.

White Ace F1

Casper
Casper is a white-skinned ornamental
pumpkin with thick pale-orange flesh that is
8 to 12 inches in diameter. Fruit weigh 10 to
16 pounds, have excellent eating quality, and
mature in 90 days. The skin has less bluing
than many other white pumpkin varieties, and
the handle is tan with a corky texture.

Galuex D’Eysines

seeds by design

White Ace is a true white acorn. The fruit
weigh about 2 pounds and have excellent
shape and uniformity. Flesh is sweet and
full flavored; it's excellent baked. Plant
White Ace with gold, green, or multi-colored
acorns for a striking variation in the produce
bin. Fruit mature in 70 days.
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